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Memos (or memorandums)
are documents written to
people within the writer's
organization and are
sometimes called "interoffice
correspondence."  They are
generally less formal than
letters and reports.  Good
memos begin with the most
important ideas and are
clearly and logically
organized .

1 Heading—A typical memo
contains the following
information in the heading:

To:

From:

Date:

Subject:

The arrangement of these
elements and their placement
on the page vary considerably.
Some memos insert the Subject
immediately after the To; others
place the date in that location.

2 Receiver line—This line lists
the people the memo is to be
sent to.  If the list is long, it can
be included at the end of the
memo under a Courtesy Copy
line or a Distribution line.
Courtesy titles are generally not
necessary on a memo.

3 Sender line—Some memos
omit the From line and have a
typed name and signature at the
bottom instead.

4 Date Line—Usually, the date
order is month, date, year:
July 10, 1995.  However, the
U.S. Government and many
foreign countries place the day
before the month:  10 July 1995.
Abbreviations are not used.

7 Body—The body of the memo
is usually single-spaced with a
double-space between
paragraphs.  Paragraphs may
be indented or not indented,
depending on the preference of
the writer or the style preferred
by the writer's organization.
Headings, lists, and emphasis
techniques are useful for
organizing the information
presented in a memo that is
longer than a single page.
They also help the reader(s) to
quickly find information.
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ACORN WHOLESALE  FOODS, INC.

INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

TO: All Sales Representatives
FROM: Kelly Flower and Kent Russell, Regional Sales Managers
DATE: October 30, 1995

SUBJECT: Current plans for the Spring 1995 Fleur-de-lis Charcoal
Selling Program and request for comments

RE: Last Week's 1995 Sales Planning Meeting

Based on input obtained during the sales planning meeting that was held
last week, we have finished an outline for the Spring 1995 Fleur-de-lis
Charcoal Selling Program and would like to get your comments on it.  We
are very excited about this program and feel it will provide many growth
opportunities for sales reps throughout the country.  The details of the
program are outlined below.

As most of you know our charcoal sales for 1994 were outstanding, and
Fleur-de-lis outperformed all other charcoal brands in both units and
dollars and attained a 64% market share.  These results are a direct
reflection of your efforts, yet there are still opportunities to further develop
our business and your individual successes.  We feel that our 1995
program will allow this to happen.

SPRING FLEUR-DE-LIS CHARCOAL PROGRAM

• EARLY SEASON INVENTORY LEVELS—Based on last year's
experience, we have determined that adequate early season
inventories (e.g., late February, early March) are critical to a
successful year.  Therefore we are offering our customers a 5%
discount on all orders shipped before March 1, 1995.  We are also
offering all you sales reps an additional 1% commission on all sales
made prior to March 1.

• EXTENSION OF THE SEASON—Most retailers stop advertising and
stocking charcoal by late July, ignoring a growing market of
consumers who barbecue late into the fall and at Thanksgiving.  An
increase in August through October sales features will provide
increased sales and profits for our customers.  We are in the process
of designing an ad campaign focusing on Barbecued Thanksgiving
Turkey, including recipes and coupons.  We are offering an
additional 0.5% commission on all sales made after September 15.

• SELLING THE FLEUR-DE-LIS 15# BAGS—The Fleur-de-lis 15#
bags have been very successful for our warehouse grocery store
customers.  However, we would like all our customers to try this

5 Subject line—The Subject line
should be as specific as possible
so the reader or readers are
clear about the purpose of the
memo.  Long subject lines are
single-spaced and centered.

6 Reference Line or Block—The
heading may also contain a
Reference line or block.  If the
reference is short, it can be
placed two lines below the date
if the Date line is right of center.
If the reference is extensive
(several lines), it can be placed
before or after the Subject line.
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size, so we are offering an early season discount on this product
until June 1.  All sales reps should encourage your customers to test this
size in a few of their "high-traffic" stores early in the season to get a feel for
its viability as a successful everyday item.

• SHIPMENT OF FLEUR-DE-LIS START-LITE—The shipping department
has developed a 30-case pallet that will allow us to ship large quantities of
Fleur-de-lis Start-Lite charcoal starter.  We want all sales reps to send a
sample of this starter to all your customers within the next few weeks.
Call Karen in the warehouse for your samples.  She has them prepackaged
for each of you according to how many she thinks each of you will need.
You can obtain more from her if you run out.  Be sure to send the new
promotional material for this product along with the sample.  Ed Sano in
advertising has these materials.  A copy is also attached to this memo.

Fleur-de-lis has been a very successful product for Acorn Wholesale Foods, and
we look forward to another successful year and an opportunity to grow our
business even further.  Your input on our plans for 1995 is very valuable, and
we would like your comments by next Friday, November 3.

K.M.F.
K.V.R

crt
Attachment

Distribution:
Southern Region
Dan Jorgensen
Paul Olpin
Sally George
Ginny Howell
Northern Region
Mike Kirkwood
Linda Lotion
Candy Reno
Eastern Region
Kelly Nordgren
Jane Turpin
Larry Larente
Joel Goldberg
Western Region
David Reader
Nancy Tallman

8 Displayed Lists—Displayed
lists are indented to give more
visual emphasis to the listed
items.

9 Headings for Continuation
Pages—Continuation pages
begin with a heading that
contains the name of the
addressee, the page number,
and the date.  This information
can be typed flush left in a
block or it can be typed on a
single line with spaces between
the elements.

10 Signature Line––Traditional
memos do not have a signature
line–the writer's name is given
in the heading after From.
However, some writers prefer
to validate their memos with
their initials or their whole
names.  This signature line,
with handwritten or typed
name/initials, appears two
lines below the last line of text.

11 Reference Initials—Reference
initials in a memo usually are
the typist's initials typed in
lowercase letters two lines

below the last line of text or
below the signature line.  They
are flush with the left margin.
However, if the writer's initials
are included, they are in all
capitals, followed by a slash or
colon, and then followed by the
secretary's/typist's initials in
lowercase letters.  If the writer
is different from the person
sending the memo, the sender's
initials come first, the writer's
initials come next, and the
typist's initials come last.
Colons or slashes can be used
to separate the initials.

12 Attachment Notation—
Attachment notations are not
common but can be used to
remind readers that one or
more items are included.  These
notations appear directly under
the reference initials.  In some
memos with a number of
attachments, the names of the
attachments may be listed after
the attachment notation.

13 Courtesy Copy or Distribution
Notation—Courtesy copy
notations, which show the
distribution of the memo,
appear two lines below the
attachment or reference
notations and are flush left.
Memos that are to be sent to a
large number of readers may
have a distribution list instead
of a courtesy copy list.  If a
distribution list is used, it
generally appears in the
heading following To.  If the
distribution list is used in place
of the courtesy copy list at the
bottom of the memo, the cc is
replaced by Distribution and
following Distribution is a list of
the names and departments (if
appropriate) of the individuals
who are to receive the memo.

All Sales Representatives
Page 2
October 30, 1995
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